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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
A significant proportion of Rwanda rural population whose livelihoods depend on 
agriculture lacks access to rural transport facilities, including feeder roads that strongly 
hampers the agricultural development and prevent them to increasing access to 
markets, enhancing their competitiveness and improve their incomes and livelihoods.  
To overcome the above, the Government of Rwanda started the Feeder roads 
development program in 2011 spearheaded by the Ministry of Agriculture and Animal 
Resources with the core objective to facilitate farmers to access market for their 
agriculture produces. During its implementation, coordination issues arisen on who does 
what amongst the stakeholders? As an intermediary measure, the Ministries of 
Infrastructure, Agriculture and Animal Resources and Development Partners 
established a temporary coordination framework while awaiting the Feeder Roads 
Policy and Strategy to be put in place. 

The need for the Policy and Strategy is hinged on the fact that there were: 

• Coordination issues during implementation of the Feeder Roads program due to 
the big number of Actors whose roles were not well spelt; 

• Initial consideration of linkage of farm to market roads which did not recognize 
the different portions of road classes traversed to access the targeted markets; 

• No framework for prioritization of investments, maintenance and institutional 
arrangements; 

• Inadequate institutional capacity in decentralized entities; 
• Inefficiency in planning, prioritization and collaboration among Stakeholders; 
• No sustainable financing mechanism for development and maintenance now and 

for the future expanding network and traffic. 

In response, the Ministry of Infrastructure in partnership with the Ministry of Agriculture 
and Animal Resources together with other key Stakeholders developed the Feeder 
Roads Policy. 

The National Feeder Roads Policy has identified three main strategic and enabling 
pillars upon which core policy principles have been based: 

1. Enabling and Stimulating Rural Socioeconomic Development;  
2. Institutional framework in feeder roads operations; 
3. Means and resources use efficiency in feeder roads and the details are herein 

presented. 

The government has defined the Feeder Roads as any roads linking farms to markets 
which include the district class one and two (D1, D2) and unclassified roads. 
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The policy is developed in the context of Vision 2020 and EDPRS2 which aim among 
others to promote productive high value and market oriented agriculture (Pillar 5 of 
Vision 2020) and to reduce the agricultural population from 90% in 2000 to 50% in 2020 
which requires the creation of 200,000 new off-farm jobs each year (Vision 2020). Since 
the remaining farmers must feed the whole population on- and off-farm, there is a need 
to steadily increase in food production (mainly staple crops) per farmer per input. But, 
farmers increase production significantly if there is “a motorable road within 2 Km from 
their farm.”  
 
Policy Vision, Mission and Objectives 

The policy vision of the Feeder Roads Sub-sector is to contribute towards that all 
agricultural potential production areas be connected to markets with a basic access, 
resilient and a motorable road. 

The policy mission of the feeder roads is to make farmers’ transport – by – vehicle to be 
reliable, timely, lower cost with more safety; which will maximize the incentives to 
farmers to change their behavior, produce surpluses and increase their marketed 
agricultural products. 

The specific objectives of the Policy are to: 

• Maximize incentives for farmers to change their behaviour and knowledge and 
use of resources, so as to maximize productivity and the marketable food 
surpluses; 

• Optimize, within budgets and capacity constraints, the improved access of 
farmers and rural families to cost effective infrastructure and transport services; 

• Execute the provision of roads by intelligent prioritizing, design, implementation 
and quality assurance, to optimize cost – effectiveness (such as “Kms achieved 
per Million RWF”; or “persons served per Km”; or “quantities of crops marketed 
per Km”.); 

• Plan, consult and facilitate cost-effective investments and operations to reduce 
and control transport costs (relative to other prices) and supply of transporters 
and traders; 

• Maximize the safety, efficiency and capacity (safe loading) of the transport fleet; 
• Operate an inspection and maintenance program for vehicles and other 

equipment related to the rural transport sector; 
• Assure the quality and durability of the road materials and assets; 
• Clarify the institutional framework and operations at all levels; 
• Rapidly and massively build the capacity of local agencies and enterprises and  

transport institutions and stakeholders in the planning and management of the 
subsector with equitable and informed participation and accountability; 
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• Promote the application of evidence and scientific models to all transactions in 
FR; 

• Improve the methods for long-term sustainable financing of FR maintenance; 
• Enable and balance more share and responsibility of work amongst both the 

CPS enterprises and the community based work units; 
• Closely supervise and apply the ‘faults period’ in contracts for works and 

materials to strengthen resilience of assets; 
• Optimize the use of local resources, as in VUP, HIMO and LCA; 
• Enable more share, ownership and responsibilities to decentralized entities;  
• Enable opportunities for social capital (organizations in cooperation) and human 

capital (learning and practicing) to build, maintain, protect and make safe use of 
FRs. 

Feeder Roads to Enable Transformation of Smallholder Agriculture 
Transformation 

The lack of access to rural transport maintains the subsistence trait of the agricultural 
farming in Rwanda. Rural roads are a vital foundation to rural development in Rwanda. 
Better tertiary roads mean lower transport costs and improved agricultural marketing. 
This policy aims at enhancing farmers’ access to markets, attracting competitive prices 
and increased incomes through improvements in rural infrastructure. This will open up 
commercial opportunities and services that make farming a more profitable livelihood for 
rural inhabitants and an important means of addressing food insecurity and malnutrition. 

Feeder Road Institutional Framework  

The existing Feeder Roads implementation framework was established as a provisional 
measure to guide feeder roads program implementation pending the Feeder Roads 
Policy and Strategy. This policy document establishes the Feeder Roads 
implementation framework with clear-cutting institutional responsibilities for different 
stakeholders in the Feeder roads sub-sector. The underpinning principle of this policy 
with regards to institutional framework in the feeder roads operations shall be that all the 
stakeholders be involved in feeder roads work in a coordinated manner to achieve 
successful implementation for great impact of the feeder roads program. 

This policy recommends the institutional and structural responsibilities of the all 
institutions, agencies and DPs that are involved in the feeder roads sub-sector 
development. 

Labour - Based Technology in the Feeder Roads Development 

Presently, there are many underemployed farmers, therefore, this policy intends to 
create off farm jobs opportunities for the unemployed and underemployed farmers to 
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maintain and improve the existing road network through labour based methods (HIMO). 
Increasing labour intensity will necessitate training framework in labour based 
technologies to build the capacity of all actors.  

The extra income provided to the farmers dominated by women employed on these 
construction and maintenance projects, will make it easier for them to purchase 
improved seeds and fertilizers, and increase the production of their farms. Therefore, 
the Policy is to include HIMO as a way of creating more off farm jobs especially for 
youth and women, use of local resources and solutions, everywhere possible in the 
roads development aiming at the highest roads quality and environment friendly results. 
In the above context, the policy recommends the establishment of a training framework 
with the purpose of training and building the capacity of all the actors involved in the 
feeder roads development from the conception to the implementation and management 
especially labor based technology in roads construction. 

Feeder Roads Infrastructure Funding 

While vehicle traffic across the network is growing at about 15% per year, fuel tax 
revenue at 15-20% per year, agriculture sector growing at 7%, and rural population at 
2.5%, the capital stock of the subsector is growing at about 20%, boosted by generous 
strategic support from the Development Budget and DPs. There is an increasing 
challenge to maintain and protect the assets to ensure a longer life and higher level of 
service from the investments in rehabilitation. Nationwide, maintenance needs and 
costs are increasing.  There is an urgent need to estimate the average annual 
maintenance burden and realistic scenarios about traffic growth, engineering solutions 
and costs. Finance is the critical gap on the pathway to sustainability of feeder road 
asset management and maintenance. The financial requirements for construction, 
rehabilitation and maintenance of the targeted feeder roads go far beyond the current 
allocated budget from the traditional sources of funding. This policy establishes the 
mechanisms for funding feeder roads development and maintenance under the principle 
of “the user of the roads pays for their maintenance” to accompany the structural rural 
transformation that is planned for 2017 – 2027. 

Implementation Strategy 

The strategy for improving the feeder road network has been developed in line with the 
policy statements and its implementation action plan is discussed under Annex 1. 

As discussed above, the required total network is 30,000 km and the objective is to 
make all impassable roads passable by 2027 using spot improvement, while improving 
roads where traffic is above a set threshold of 50 vpd (D1 and D2) and 30 vpd (farm 
roads) and as a result, in 2015 only 13,350 km were in a good or passable condition, 
but that in 2027 all 30,000 km of roads will be passable and an important part will have 
been improved and maintained into a good condition. 
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Required budgets 

As the passable network and the upgraded network expand, the maintenance costs will 
increase from 19.5 million USD in 2016/17 to 45.4 million USD in 2026/27. 

The required budget for spot improvement and for upgrading costs of the different 
classes of roads gives the yearly improvement costs of about 40 million USD. 

The combined average yearly upgrading and maintenance costs of 73 million USD will 
be needed during Policy implementation period of 10 years. 

Sources of funding 

The strategy assumes that in 2016/17 about one third of the resources of the RMF will 
be used for maintenance of D1 roads while the GoR and DPs will fund the maintenance 
of D2, P4 and P5. The funding from RMF should increase by 14% per year thereafter so 
that by 2026/27 the RMF will cover maintenance of all roads.  

Briefly, GoR funding for upgrading will be very important especially between 2018/19 
and 2026/27, unless the DPs continue or increase their present funding efforts.  

Action Plan  

The time frame during which this policy shall be considered as guiding document is 
2017-2027, with a review proposed in 2021.  

Capacity and Learning 

The Strategy proposes a massive and rapid effort in capacity building to cope with the 
present and coming challenges, mostly for District and Sector levels.  

It is important in strategic and practical terms that MININFRA will establish a Training 
framework emphasizing on Labour Based Technology (LBT). This will contribute to the 
Strategy’s aim of maximising the use of surplus rural labour to improve the quality of 
routine and periodic maintenance. The complementary planning and administrative 
requirements are to ensure a steadily increasing demand for LBT works in contracts for 
local assets and increasing capacity in quality assurance. 

Monitoring 

The Monitoring system proposed is to be kept simple and familiar by careful selection of 
specific indicators, use of existing MIS and MES in the Districts and agencies, and 
centralisation of MES data to a service administered by MININFRA. The framework 
included in this document (Annex 1) sets out the Proposals, What to do, Indicators to 
verify actions, Targets, Data to be measured, the responsible Agency, and the Years of 
supervising, monitoring and reporting on each Action. 
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Legal Implications  

There is no requirement of a new law or instruction that will implement this Policy, upon 
its approval MININFRA shall start and lead its implementation in partnership with other 
key stakeholders. Apart from the foreseen below areas of reforms, additional laws and 
reforms may be proposed by additional planned studies under this policy. 

The Policy recommends restructuring of RMF to give it financial ability to finance the 
maintenance of all roads. The existing procurement laws shall be amended to capture 
the involvement of Local population at least 30% of labour cost (where at least 30% are 
women) in all feeder roads upgrading and maintenance contracts. 

!  
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ABBREVIATIONS 
AADT  Average Annual Daily Traffic  
ASSETIP  Association d’Exécution des Travaux d’Intérêt Publiques 

 Association for the Execution of Works of Public Interest 
AU                African Union 
CAADP         Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Program 
CIP    Crop Intensification Program  
CPS  Commercial Private Sector 
D1, 2 District Roads class 1,2 
DPs    Development Partners 
EDPRS  Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy  
EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 
EU European Union 
FR  Feeder Road  
FRD Feeder Roads development 
FRP  Feeder Road Program 
FRU  Feeder Road Unit of MINAGRI 
GOR    Government of Rwanda  
HIMO  Haute Intensité Main d’Oeuvre  
IRI  International Roughness Index (surface variation in metres per Km)    
Km Kilometre 
LIPW Labour-intensive Public Works 
LBT Labour Based Technology 
LCA Local Community Associations 
LODA  Local Authorities Development Agency 
MEL Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning 
MCA Multi Criteria Assessment  
MINAGRI  Ministry of Agriculture and Animal Resources  
MINALOC  Ministry of Local Government  
MINECOFIN  Ministry of Finance and Economic Planning 
MINEACOM  Ministry of Trade, Industry and East African Community Affairs 
MININFRA  Ministry of Infrastructure  
MINIRENA  Ministry of Natural Resources 
NEPAD         New Partnership for Africa’s Development 
NIS  National Investment Strategy  
NISR    National Institute of Statistics of Rwanda 
P4, 5 Primary routes with functional level 4, 5 
PSTA III Plan Stratégique pour la transformation Agricole phase 3 
RSC Road Safety Committee 
NTP National Transport Policy 
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RALGA Rwanda Association of Local Government Authorities 
RDB              Rwanda Development Board 
RICA             Roads Inventory and Condition Assessment 
RMF    Road Maintenance Fund 
RPPA Rwanda Public Procurement Authority 
RRA    Rwanda Revenue Authority  
RSB Rwanda Standards Board 
RSSB            Rwanda Social Security Board 
RSTMP Rwanda Strategic Transport Master Plan  
RTDA  Rwanda Transport Development Agency  
RTSP  Rwanda Transport Sector Policy  
RUC    Road User Cost of Transport 
SME  Small and Medium Enterprises  
SPTA III Strategic Plan for the Transformation of Agriculture – Phase 3 
SPIU  Single Project Implementation Unit 
vpd              Vehicle Per Day 
VUP  Vision 2020 Umurenge Programme 
WB  World Bank! !
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1 POLICY CONTEXT 

1.1 Background and Problem Statement 

Rwanda has achieved high and sustained economic growth for nearly two decades 
supported by a vibrant agricultural sector that continue to be of critical importance for 
economic development, poverty reduction, and to enhance food and nutritional security. 
Agriculture accounted for 33% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and 69% of the 
total employment.  Agriculture therefore remains at the center of strategies to reduce 
poverty and improve food security and nutrition. The GoR has implemented in recent 
years several striving agricultural programs that are fully aligned with high-level 
nationwide strategic and policy documents such as Vision 2020 and EDPRS-2, and 
strategic sector program document PSTA III that counted a number of agricultural 
development programs i.e. crop intensification program, one cow per poor family, 
fertilizers subsidized programs, Twigire muhinzi program, etc. that seek to increase 
productivity in the sector. But, poor physical infrastructure – exacerbated by hilly and 
mountainous topography - remains a major constraint for smallholder farmers to 
increasing their access to markets, enhancing their competitiveness and improving their 
incomes and livelihoods. As a result of isolation coupled with deficient all-season 
connectivity, high transport costs, farmers have difficulties in sourcing and transporting 
inputs such as seeds and fertilizers, and marketing their products. This has maintained 
and perpetuated the subsistence trait of the agricultural farming in Rwanda. In the fiscal 
year 2012 – 2013, the GoR in partnership with development partners (DPs) have 
committed to invest in feeder roads development programs with the aim to enhance 
farmers’ access to markets, attracting competitive prices and increased incomes 
through improvements of rural infrastructure. Despite that current feeder roads 
programs have made progress to ease access to markets and increase off-farm 
employment among others, challenges regarding to seizing market and businesses 
opportunities that are created by feeder roads for smallholder farmers, institutional 
organization of the sector, financial and human resources capacity to continue 
sustaining the construction, rehabilitation and maintenance the feeder roads remain 
present and alive.  

This policy comes to address the issues that surround the feeder roads subsector and 
provide guiding principles for GoR, DPs and the many stakeholders to create an 
enabling environment for great impact of the feeder roads. 
!
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1.2 Sector Overview  

1.2.1 Current Situation of Feeder Roads 

The planned feeder roads network in the context of bringing a motorable road to within 
2 km of farms in Rwanda requires a global road network of about 30,000 km of which 
national roads with 2,749 Kms, district roads class 1 (D1) and Kigali city roads of 3,906 
kms, district roads class 2 (D2) roads with about 8,000 kms, and unclassified roads with 
about 16,000 kms. District class 1 (D1), District roads class 2 (D2) and unclassified 
roads are considered as feeder roads. The law governing roads in Rwanda has 
classified the national roads, D1 and D2 roads while it has remained silent for the 
unclassified. Much of the existing 30,000kms of roads are poorly designed with poor 
conditions with a typical roughness higher than 10%. It is said that 70% of roads kms 
are in poor conditions. Rwanda has around 70,000 vehicles and 70,000 motorcycles 
servicing public and private transport of goods and passengers. The country records 
about 25,000 vehicle registrations per year1. Based on traffic counts, possibly 20,000 
vehicles and 20,000 motorcycles are regularly serving D-1 and D-2 roads, where 
motorcycles are 30-40% of motorized traffic.  Bicycles provide many short-distance 
services for goods and passengers2. The vehicle traffic across the roads network is 
growing at about 15% per year, while agriculture sector and rural population are 
growing at 7% and 2.5%, respectively.  

There is urgent need to expand, rehabilitate and maintain the feeder roads networks to 
absorb the growing transport and businesses services that would be generated from the 
faster and sustained increase of agricultural growth. Investments in construction, 
rehabilitation and maintenance of feeder roads are expected to greatly stimulate 
economic growth. The current contribution of the transport services to GDP is 7 % and 
15% of the services economic sector.   

1.2.2 Current Institutional Structure in Managing Roads Infrastructure 

MININFRA is responsible for overall transport policy and strategic planning, the creation 
of a transport enabling environment, and setting of transport rules, regulations, 
standards and strategic planning. It is the legal owner on behalf of the State of the 
transport network and assets; and may delegate responsibilities to District authorities.  
The RTDA assists MININFRA with the management and administration of the transport 
sector, and the planning, prioritizing, approval, delivery, management and maintenance 
of infrastructure, including support to Districts as the managing and implementing 
agencies.  Law No. 52bis/2006 of 12/12/2007 established Roads Maintenance Fund 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Data from Rwanda Revenue Authority (RRA) for 2013 show a cumulative total of 140,000 registrations, including 70,000 
motorcycles.  A news release from RRA in September 2015 reported a total of 170,000 vehicles.  Registrations are about 25,000 
per year. Allowing for discarded and ‘scrapped’ vehicles, the available fleet in 2015 is estimated at around 140,000. 
2 ITEC Engineering Ltd: Traffic Count on Selected Feeder Roads; September 2015!
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(RMF) under MININFRA, to be funded from the public budget, GOR or donor grants, 
fuel levies, road toll on foreign vehicles, annual road tolls on local vehicles, overload 
and other fines, and interest on its investments; to be used for roads maintenance 
including rehabilitation. D-1, D-2 and Unclassified roads are under the supervision and 
management of the Districts, who are responsible for the development and monitoring 
of public transport of persons and goods as well as the inventory, survey, inspection, 
improvement and maintenance of classified roads and bridges, and the management of 
Unclassified roads. GOR provides not less than 10% of GoR’s annual revenue to 
support development of Districts, including roads. GOR also provides diverse technical 
support to Districts. A Feeder Roads Unit (FRU) has been established in MINAGRI. In 
September 2015, it had 7 staff, funding from two DPs, a program manager, is 
coordinating 2 of the 4 DP programs in FRD and managing the Steering Committee. 
Road Engineers have been employed at Districts and by various agencies, but the 
modes of coordination and capacity building appear to be sub-optimal at present.   

1.2.3 Alignment to Major Strategic and Policy Documents 

The feeder roads development program is one of the government’s investments 
strategies towards agricultural and rural structural transformation in the perspective of 
the Vision 2020. High-level strategic and policy documents that are listed below have 
articulated the critical importance of feeder roads. 

Vision 2020 
The Vision 2020 is the Rwanda’s long-term framework for development.  While the 
overall aim of Vision 2020 is to diversify, with services taking on a larger portion of 
growth in the economy, agriculture is still recognized as the backbone of Rwanda’s 
economy and the primary means of livelihood for a large percentage of the rural 
population. Vision 2020’s goal of reducing the share of the population in farming from 
75% in 2014 to 50% by 2020, involving a shift of about 2.5 million people, cannot 
happen without a doubling of farm productivity. The Vision 2020 emphasizes 
fundamentally on the rapid raising of farm productivity. Without a large increase in 
marketed surplus per hectare, per farmer and per input, the other elements of the Vision 
2020 cannot be enforced. Thus, there is a need to steadily increase agricultural 
productivity, per farmer, per hectare and per unit of higher technology inputs. Research 
has shown that farmers in terrains such as Rwanda’s increase agricultural productivity 
significantly only if there is a motorable road within 2 kilometres from their farms. 
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Second Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy 
(EDPRS 2) 
The Second Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy (EDPRS-2, 2013-
18) is Rwanda’s medium-term plan to achieve the long-term goals of Vision 2020. 
EDPRS-2 recognizes that agriculture has the largest multiplier effect potential towards 
reducing poverty and ensuring that gains are inclusive given that it is the major 
employer with its employees being the poorest. The EDPRS expects that “the works 
program” for rehabilitation and maintenance of feeder roads will generate non-
agricultural employment, and the labour based technology approach will enhance 
income and income diversification, promote trade and mobility, and stimulate 
development of small and medium-sized enterprises (SME’s) around the existing trade 
or service rural centres. 

Strategic Plan for the Transformation of Agriculture in Rwanda – 
Phase III 
The Agriculture sector of the EDPRS 2 is operationalized through the third Strategic 
Plan of Transformation of Agriculture (PSTA III). PSTA-3 goals are: to transform 
Rwandan agriculture from a subsistence sector to a market-orientated, value creating 
sector; and to grow as rapidly as possible in terms of both production and 
commercialization in order to increase rural income and reduce poverty. The PSTA III 
underlines that public resources should be channeled to the sector in ways that are 
designed to promote efficiency, and catalyse private sector investment, such as 
infrastructure development (feeder roads and post-harvest facilities), strengthening 
human capital, building entrepreneurial skills, and increasing availability of finance. 

Finally the government needs to play a monitoring and regulatory role and facilitate 
partnerships.  In addition, the strategic line of the Market-oriented infrastructure of PSTA 
III has the following three components: 

1. Investigating the transport component of staple and high value crop marketing 
costs; 

2. Reducing road transport costs between production and secondary aggregation 
points in high potential areas through feeder road development;  

3. Addressing prioritized ‘soft’ constraints. 

The Transport Sector Policy  
The Transport Sector Policy that entered into force in December 2008 states that the 
programme to implement this policy should cover the consolidation phase which shall 
as per the development plan improve feeder roads for the marketing of upcountry 
produce while at the same time improving transportation infrastructure as far as national 
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and international connections are concerned. This would in effect reduce transportation 
costs and attract private investment into the transport sector. Further, the policy 
articulates that the rehabilitation and the extension of the national road network, 
including the rural feeder road network, coupled with the improvement of transportation 
services will enable the population to have better mobility and access to markets, basic 
services and employment, contributing to poverty reduction.” 

Strategic Transport Master Plan  
The Strategic Transport Master Plan for Rwanda identifies the important role played by 
transport in stimulating economic growth by increasing internal production and 
facilitating access to domestic and international markets while ensuring favourable 
conditions for provision and distribution of imported products within the country. The 
emphasis is placed on the development of transport infrastructure and services, in 
terms of construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of the transportation networks; 
aimed at boosting the sustainable economic growth in order to achieve the objectives 
set by Vision 2020. The Strategic Transport Master Plan identifies the need to reduce 
constraints to transport in order to promote sustainable economic growth and decrease 
poverty which are directly in line with the objectives of this feeder roads policy. 

National Investment Strategy 
The National Investment Strategy emphasizes the support of the roads sector 
infrastructure development characterizing by the rehabilitation of the main tarmac roads, 
then improve the feeder roads mainly for the marketing of upcountry produce, aimed at 
attracting private investments into the sector. 

Second Comprehensive Africa Agriculture Development Program 
(CAADP 2) 
CAADP 2 program is at the heart of efforts by African governments under the African 
Union (AU) / the New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD) as an Africa’s 
attempt to self-reliantly re-activate the agricultural sector. In the framework of the AU, all 
member states committed to generate at least 6% growth in the agricultural sector, and 
to invest at least 10% of their national budgets to that end. One of the CAADP pillars 
(Pillar 2) seeks to improve rural infrastructure and trade-related for market access. 

National Climate Change & Low Carbon Development Strategy, 
NCCLCDS (2011) 
The policy integrates the provisions of the “Green Growth and Climate change, 
Resilience, the National Strategy for Climate Change and low Carbon Development” of 
October 2011 which requires the design of roads & bridges for the future weather.  
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2 POLICY PRINCIPLES AND VISION 

2.1 Policy Principles 

Below are the general principles, which the feeder roads Policy assume: 

a) The GoR recognizes the importance of feeder roads development contribution 
towards the achievement of the Vision 2020 targets for change of  rapid 
economic growth; poverty reduction; off-farm jobs creation; urbanization; reduced 
external dependency; private sector leading; . 

b) The GoR is committed to decrease the users' transport costs, make sure that it is 
affordable relative to rural incomes and price of outputs; 

c) The GoR remains determined to improve value chains for lower cost of inputs, 
marketing, and processing of rural produce. This belongs in farm product 
development, usually stimulated by improved and lower costs of transport 
services; 

d) The GoR understands the role of feeder roads contribution in  improving 
consumer access to safe, affordable food; 

e) The GoR intentionally exploits PSTA III opportunities in production, marketing, 
processing and employment; exploits actuals and potentials irrigation, and 
exploits land consolidation areas; 

f) The GoR devotes to give priority access to processing centers with potential for 
off-farm jobs by developing efficient and equitable transport systems; 

g) The GoR is dedicated to clarify and determine road classification, functions and 
dimensions 

h) The GoR understands the importance of having clear feeder road design 
standards for all the classified and the unclassified feeder roads; 

i) The GoR recognonises the need for clarification of the Road Asset Management 
and maintenance responsibilities monitoring the later; and application of designs 
that maximise the use of local materials with minimized damage; 

j) The GoR understands the need for labor based works Technology (LBT) ; and is 
committed to its effectiveness; needs for better operations; trainings and its 
importance to promote local labour employment in roads; 

k) The GoR appreciates the role of local Community associations in road 
maintenance; and committed to train and support according to the funds 
availability, their development into SMEs; 

l) The GoR feels the need to put up a coordinated, inclusive, focused, aggressive 
Monitoring, Evaluation and Learning (MEL) system of the feeder roads 
subsector. 
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m) The GoR is committed to feeder Road Asset Management organization 
development, authority, clear assignment of responsibilities and procedures to 
urgently manage the subsector in the short-medium term 

n) The GoR is committed to set guidelines for feeder road inspections for road 
inventory and condition data, levels of intervention, and road safety actions in 
rehabilitation and maintenance; 

o) Improve quality of data and science of research and decisions for objective 
planning; 

p) GoR is committed to every year quantify finance needs for rehabilitation, 
management and maintenance, according to strategic options, determining and 
publicizing the funding requirement; 

q) The GoR intends to allocate fuel taxes to favour rural producers and traders and 
ensure that all roads level/classes qualify for the Road Maintenance Fund. 

2.2 The Theory of Change of Feeder Road Development in 
Socio-Economic Change 

The process of uplifting livelihoods of the smallholder farmers through the investments 
and maintenance of the feeder roads needs to be well articulated in logic framework, 
pathways and links of changes from planned interventions to program goals. This policy 
provides an effective theory of change (Annex 6) upon which policy principles are well-
grounded to demonstrate the development spiral of initiatives, effects, responses, 
results and impacts with the sub sector, and therefore to finally and positively impact on 
the livelihoods of the rural local population. The changes to be induced by feeder roads 
investments and maintenance gradually distinguish substantial results, responses and 
effects in hierarchical manner from macro to micro levels. 

2.3 Policy Vision 

The policy vision of the Feeder Roads Sub-sector is to contribute towards that all 
agricultural potential production areas will have been connected to markets with a basic 
access, resilient and a motorable road. 

2.4 Policy Mission 

The policy mission of the feeder roads is to make farmers’ transport – by – vehicle to be 
reliable, timely, lower cost with more safety; which will maximize the incentives to 
farmers to change their behavior, produce surpluses and increase their marketed 
agricultural products. 
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2.5 Policy Objectives 

The corresponding global objective of the FR Policy has been defined as follows: “To 
bring a motorable road to within 2 km of all farms in Rwanda by 2027.” 

The specific objectives of the Policy are to: 

1) Maximize incentives for farmers to change their behaviour and knowledge and 
use of resources, so as to maximize productivity and the marketable food 
surpluses; 

2) Optimize, within budgets and capacity constraints, the improved access of 
farmers and rural families to cost effective infrastructure and transport services; 

3) Execute the provision of roads by intelligent prioritizing, design, implementation 
and quality assurance, to optimize cost – effectiveness (such as “Kms achieved 
per Million RWF”; or “persons served per Km”; or “quantities of crops marketed 
per Km”.); 

4) Plan, consult and facilitate cost-effective investments and operations to reduce 
and control transport costs (relative to other prices) and supply of transporters 
and traders; 

5) Maximize the safety, efficiency and capacity (safe loading) of the transport fleet; 
6) Operate an inspection and maintenance program for vehicles and other 

equipment related to the rural transport sector; 
7) Assure the quality and durability of the road materials and assets; 
8) Clarify the institutional framework and operations at all levels; 
9) Rapidly and massively build the capacity of local agencies and enterprises and 

transport institutions and stakeholders in the planning and management of the 
subsector with equitable and informed participation and accountability; 

10) Promote the application of evidence and scientific models to all transactions in 
FR; 

11) Improve the methods for long-term sustainable financing of FR maintenance; 
12) Enable and balance more share and responsibility of work amongst both the 

CPS enterprises and the community based work units; 
13) Closely supervise and apply the ‘faults period’ in contracts for works and 

materials to strengthen resilience of assets; 
14) Optimize the use of local resources, as in VUP, HIMO and LCA; 
15) Enable more share, ownership and responsibilities to decentralized entities;  
16) Enable opportunities for social capital (organizations in cooperation) and human 

capital (learning and practicing) to build, maintain, protect and make safe use of 
FRs. 
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3 POLICY PILLAR 1:  ENABLING AND STIMULATING 
RURAL SOCIOECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

3.1 Policy Statements 

Policy Pillar 1 proposes objectives, activities, indicators, outcomes, stakeholders, 
timeframe based on the following policy statements: 

3.2 Feeder roads to enable transformation of smallholder 
agriculture 

A significant proportion of Rwanda rural population whose livelihoods depend on 
agriculture lack access to rural transport facilities, including feeder roads that strongly 
hampers the agricultural development because of the high transaction costs that are 
borne by farmers to market high value agricultural produce as well as limits the adoption 
of new technology and innovation. Next, the high transport charges makes the prices of 
agricultural inputs (seeds, fertilizers, pesticides,…) expensive, thus unaffordable to 
famers and their elastic demand. Furthermore, extension services support is higher in 
the more accessible corridor. The inelastic supply of transport services and the high 

Policy Statement # 1 
Maximise the direct feeder roads stimulus to incentives for farmers to rapidly 
increase the productivity of land, labour and inputs; and thus raise the quantity of 
marketed crops (Q per Km of road); 

Policy Statement # 2 
Optimize local rural employment opportunities while enforcing and upgrading core 
labour standards particularly with regards to Rwanda labour law, gender equity and 
no child labour in the implementation of feeder roads development programmes; 

Policy Statement # 3 
Provisions of facilitation for trade and businesses at local rural community to avail 
basic goods and services to be consumed by local rural communities whose wages 
are expected to rise from labour intensive technology in feeder roads; 
 
Policy Statement # 4 
Motorable road shall be brought to within 2 km of all farms in Rwanda; 
 
Policy Statement # 5 
Feeder roads priority shall be aligned with high value staple food crops, export crops, 
intensive livestock farming areas; feeder roads priority shall be aligned to high 
irrigation and land consolidation factors as high factors coincide with potential areas 
of enabling mechanization.!
!
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fares limited the quantity of food evacuated and marketed. This, coupled with the poor 
storage system resulted in post-harvest losses. The lack of access to rural transport 
maintains the subsistence trait of the agricultural farming in Rwanda. Rural roads are a 
vital foundation to rural development in Rwanda. Better tertiary roads mean lower 
transport costs and improved agricultural marketing. Figure 1 shows high responses in 
production (vertical axis) if transport cost changes are close to the farm (horizontal 
axis); but with rapid declines after 6kms and decreasing to almost zero beyond 12Kms. 
Links from farms to markets and sectors deliver the great majority of incentives to 
farmers. 

 
Figure 1 Changes in production in responses to changes in the transport costs 

This policy aims at enhancing farmers’ access to markets, attracting competitive prices 
and increased incomes through improvements in rural infrastructure. This will open up 
commercial opportunities and services that make farming a more profitable livelihood for 
rural inhabitants and an important means of addressing food insecurity and malnutrition. 
With the construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of rural feeder roads, farmers will 
be able to easily access markets to sell their produce hence improved livelihoods and 
incomes. Feeder roads are considered to be a critical factor to raise agriculture 
production and increase commercialization.  

For this policy to continue catalyzing the transformation of smallholder agriculture, the 
following principles shall be pursued: 
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• Agricultural development and feeder road investments should be planned 
together; 

• Feeder roads shall be prioritized for rehabilitation and maintenance bearing in 
mind their strong linkages to agriculture;  

• Irrigation and land consolidation factors particularly with higher potential for 
mechanization shall be part of the prioritization criteria for the construction, 
rehabilitation and maintenance of the feeder roads; 

• High agricultural productivity areas for staple food as well as export crops and 
intensive livestock areas shall be part of the prioritization criteria for construction, 
rehabilitation and maintenance of the feeder roads; 

• Priority for rehabilitation and maintenance of the feeder roads shall be given to 
areas with a proved and a well-functioning value chains with strong links to 
markets and processing facilities; 

• Every new agricultural project and programme that target rural communities shall 
be having a component of construction, rehabilitating and maintenance of the 
feeder roads whenever possible depending on the level of the poject/programme 
budget. 

3.3 Increasing Rural Domestic Interconnectivity and 
Standards of Feeder Roads 

3.3.1 Rural Domestic Interconnectivity 

Rwanda’s rural transformation will depend greatly on a continuing Government support 
of rural transport to stimulating marketed surpluses of agricultural produce and to 
recycle the multiplier effects of increased economic activity. Enhancing all season road 
connectivity to agricultural centers and fostering intra domestic trade will be supported 
through the increase of rural domestic interconnectivity.  

In that line, the rural domestic interconnectivity shall adopt the following principles to 
ensure rural accessibility:  

• Selection of roads serving high potential food surplus areas, with high RUC.  
Such roads typically exceed IRI = 10 m/ Km, and/or are passable < 70% of days 
per year; 

• Ensure the diligent application of EIA principles and data to the selection, design, 
implementation, protection and maintenance of Feeder road; 

• ‘Rescue’ or preserve the now remaining service life of feeder road as widely as 
possible, prior to rehabilitation to higher standards as traffic is generated. In 
practice, GOR to make an incentive scheme, in addition to VUP, so as to use 
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HIMO and LCA to bring the roads to IRI = <8, with good drainage, and providing 
80% passable; 

• Increase the support per Km to the program under VUP, such that more durable 
assets are recovered and protected, and the level of service can be sustained 
longer; 

• Allow investment in lower standard for the unclassified network (width, grades, 
depth) in upgrading, to spread to more farmers the incentive of vehicle services, 
including tracks for motorcycles; (of course exceptional vehicles, designs and 
maintenance will be required to serve quarries and forestry); 

• Increase rapidly and greatly the resources and capacity building of Districts and 
Sectors to cope with the burgeoning FR programs and related responsibilities 
under decentralization; 

• Determine a criterion for density of marketed production per kilometre (Q/Km of 
$/Km) by which providers and users can objectively rationalize and justify 
investments and maintenance for upgrading; 

• Avoid costly road structures in very steep and high potential areas but offer 
through other District and Sector services some off-setting incentives to farmers 
(terracing, water, tools, inputs, health, education); 

• Maximize local participation, with the prerequisite of well – trained and well – 
equipped teams at Cells and Sectors in maintenance; 

• Prepare and plan for a rapid increase in demand for and supply of motorcycles in 
feeder roads, and their role in serving producers, consumers and travelers.  In 
practice, this requires close consideration and timely provision of collection 
centres, and careful design of road shoulders and parking areas; 

• Take into traffic forecasts and trip types the increasing significance of cross 
border trade in both production and consumption in border rural areas. 

3.3.2 Standards of Feeder Roads 

The law governing roads in Rwanda has categorized roads into National, District 1 (D1) 
and District 2 (D2) while it has remained silent on the roads serving as links between 
rural communities’ Centres. This policy recognizes and classifies the later into Primary 4 
(P4) and Primary 5 (P5) roads (Figure 2). These two levels serve mainly to collect farm 
products and facilitate transport of rural people, and to distribute inputs, consumer 
goods, services and information. Their traffic is typically more than 75% farm-oriented. 
They link the rural people to regional, provincial and national socio-economies along 
main roads or arterial roads or trunk roads (D-2 and D-1), and to trans-national and 
regional networks along highways (currently ‘National’, usually with less than 20% of 
farm-orientated traffic). At present, a large proportion of trips on P5 and P4 are by 
walking, bicycle and motorcycle, mainly because of low disposable income, low value of 
time, and low frequency and level of service of vehicles. However, each of these 
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variables will change rapidly as agriculture undergoes structural transformation and 
subsequently increases personal farm incomes, and trade and consumption are 
diversified.  

Therefore, to comply with increasing traffic, the standards of the feeder roads shall be 
guided by the following principles: 

• The construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of unclassified roads (P4 & P5) 
shall be designed with at least 4.5 meters for a traffic with less than 100 AADT; 

• The good quality standards of feeder roads shall be having an IRI =<8 with good 
drainage, and are passable at least 80% of days per year; 

• Maintaining good quality standards of feeder roads, an incentive scheme for 
enhancing periodic maintenance through HIMO and LCA shall be designed to 
continue keeping the standards of feeder roads at an IRI =<8 with good drainage, 
and providing 80% passable days per year; 

• In very steep and high potential areas, costly road shall be avoided, however 
some off-setting incentives to farmers such terraces shall be provided during the 
labour based intensive technology when constructing, rehabilitating and 
maintaining feeder roads. 
 

 
Figure 2 Roads traversed to access targeted market 

ROAD NETWORK HIERARCHY OF FUNCTIONS 
Planners' Functional Name

Level Now Proposed

Mines, Plantations
5 Unclassified  Primary 5

Market,
Processor,
Collector 4 Unclassified Primary 4

Sector Centre
Martket

3 District 2 D-2

District  Centre
Market

2 District 1 D-1

1 National National 

Source: Feeder roads policy and Strategy Consultant 

Farms
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3.4 Fostering Rural Business Environment 

The national feeder roads policy is expecting to boosting agricultural productivity, easing 
transport of farmers and their produce to market centres and enhancing the intra 
domestic trade. The increasing of agricultural marketing through the construction, 
rehabilitation and maintenance feeder roads will generate goods and services that will 
capture, process and extract value from the increasing surpluses. An upward spiral of 
surplus will attract the next round of traders, financiers, packagers, collectors, storers, 
loaders, shippers, processors, mechanics and so on.  Certainty about food surpluses is 
the magnetic factor for traders and transporters; the reliability of safe passage of 
vehicles and equipment is the next most important factor. The quality of the road 
(roughness, speed, safety) is a much lesser concern at current low levels of farm 
productivity. 

The following principles shall be adopted and enforced for the effectiveness and 
efficiency of this policy to continue creating an enabling business environment in rural 
communities: 

• Small aggregating traders, small trucks and motorcycles shall be encouraged to 
tap into the business opportunities following the feeder roads upgrade so as to 
reduce the risks of failure of services to producers and to enable more 
entrepreneurs to enter into the businesses; 

• Districts shall facilitate and encourage businesses investments of agricultural 
inputs i.e. fertilizers, seeds, pesticides, agricultural machinery, farm implements, 
extension credit services, transport services (motorized and non-motorized 
means of transport) where rural population is engaged in labour based 
technology for construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of feeder roads; 

• During the construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of the feeder roads 
through HIMO, inputs for works programme shall be designed as incentives for 
rural population that are engaged in the labour intensive technology; 

• Rural population to be embarked into feeder roads projects/programmes 
providing labour for roads construction, rehabilitation and maintenance shall be 
initiated, to contribute and take part of financial and insurance products i.e. loans 
and savings schemes, medical insurance (‘mutuel’)…., managed by recognized 
social and financial institutions. These shall be reflected in the design of every 
feeder roads projects and programmes; 

• This policy shall facilitate LCA’s and Cooperatives to buy and operate site-
suitable trucks or tractors and or motocycles, and operate dedicated transport 
services to farms in their sector, at commercial tariffs. Transport Regulator and 
Districts would approve business plans and models including viable sector 
demand transport. 
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3.5 Optimizing the use of rural labour, reducing rural 
unemployment and increasing welfare of rural 
population  

The government of Rwanda fully recognises the importance of the Labour Intensive 
Public Works Sector in contributing towards attainment of the goals of the Government’s 
Vision 2020 which consists of transforming Rwanda from a low-income to a middle 
income country with a dynamic, diversified, integrated and competitive economy. The 
major focus of the Labour Intensive Public Works Sector supports the establishment 
and rehabilitation of infrastructures that form the socio-economic base for the country’s 
development, creating employment opportunities for individuals and contracting 
enterprises, tapping of raw materials as inputs of production in friendly environment 
way, and equipping people with technical know-how of executing and maintaining the 
public works.  Rehabilitation and maintenance of the feeder roads using the intensive 
labour based technology (LBT) also referred to as HIMO methods are expected to 
contribute both to the improvement of incomes of the poor, women and youth inclusive, 
and to stimulate the spirit for saving and the capacity to invest in the rural areas. 

This policy intends to create jobs and increase income for the unemployed, 
underemployed, unqualified, less qualified farmers from constructing, rehabilitating 
maintaining the feeder road network through HIMO. The following principles shall guide 
the use of HIMO methods in the construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of the 
feeder roads: 

• HIMO interventions shall be designed and privileged for the feeder roads 
rehabilitation as source of manpower while the maintenance of the feeder roads 
shall be fully using HIMO methods; 

• Local labour underqualified, less qualified, unemployed and underemployed shall 
be given priority as manpower in the HIMO approach with at least 30% of women 
and the rest dominated by youth; 

• At equal competence, contracting enterprises in constructing, rehabilitating and 
maintaining feeder roads shall seek to employ local qualified and unemployed or 
underemployed for the managerial and supervision positions at feeder roads 
sites; 

• Contracting enterprises in rehabilitating and maintaining feeder roads shall 
comply with employment policy, laws and regulations of labour; 

• Major HIMO interventions in feeder roads shall take place during the off-farm 
season when agricultural labour is not much in demand, while during the on-farm 
season HIMO interventions shall be streamline with agricultural activities. 
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4 POLICY PILLAR 2:  INSTITUTIONAL ORGANIZATION 
AND RULES RELEVANT TO FEEDER ROADS 

4.1 Policy Statements 

Policy Pillar 2 proposes objectives, activities, indicators, outcomes, stakeholders and 
timeframe based on the following policy statements: 

4.2 Institutional Framework in Feeder Roads Operations 

The underpinning principle of this policy with regards to institutional framework in the 
feeder roads operations shall be that all the stakeholders involved in feeder roads work 
in a coordinated manner to achieve successful implementation for great impact of the 
feeder roads programs. 

Policy Statement # 6 
Efforts to work jointly in coordinated manner shall be increased between the relevant 
GOR ministries, Agencies, Districts and other key stakeholders in feeder roads to 
enable the institutional and organizational framework to promote efficiency and 
effectiveness in feeder roads program 
 
Policy Statement # 7 
Build to traffic" the unclassified (P4 and P5) network and “Build to standards" the 
classified network (D2 and D1) for Users' transport costs to decrease, or to rise 
slower than rural incomes and outputs; 

 
Policy Statement # 8 
District, Sectors and Cells (DSC) are the prime responsible for day to day 
management of feeder roads and shall provide sustained vigilance, enforcement, 
learning and cooperation in the construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of 
feeder roads;  

 
Policy Statement # 9 
Road Assets Management (RAM) shall be formalized progressively with improved 
data, inventory, surveys, and knowledge development and decision models; 
 
Policy Statement # 10 
Feeder Roads development as a way of strengthening local rural economy through 
creation of off farm Jobs shall fully capitalize on labour based technology and local 
available resources. 
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This policy document establishes the Feeder Roads implementation framework with 
clear-cutting institutional responsibilities for different stakeholders in the Feeder roads 
sub-sector. This policy recommends the following institutional and structural 
responsibilities of all institutions, agencies and DPs that are involved in the feeder roads 
sub-sector development: 

• MININFRA + RTDA shall manage and monitor the implementation progress of 
feeder roads development and MININFRA is the custodian of this feeder roads 
policy; 

• MININFRA/RTDA + MINAGRI + MINALOC/Districts shall plan and prioritize 
feeder roads development; 

• MININFRA/RTDA + MINAGRI + MINALOC/Districts shall lead in the assessment 
of training needs, and coordinate all capacity building initiatives at Districts and 
communities;  

• MININFRA + RTDA + MINAGRI + MINALOC/Districts + RALGA shall organize 
and execute a structured and well-funded program of capacity building for feeder 
road sub-sector; 

• MININFRA shall set the rules and regulations and own road network including 
Feeder roads; 

• MINAGRI shall coordinate DPs and monitor the impacts of the FRP, and report to 
GOR and DPs; 

• MINAGRI shall lead rationalization of subsector indicators and measurements, 
centralizes and manages the several monitoring subsystems and reports to 
GOR, Districts and DPs. 

• MINECOFIN shall undertake National level planning and budgeting, timely 
transfer money and request disbursement to the Districts 

• RSB shall set standards of construction and services in partnership with 
MININFRA; 

• RTDA + Districts + Commercial Private Sector (CPS) + Communities + ASSETIP 
shall support the Districts in the planning, design, procurement, delivery and 
maintenance of Feeder road; 

• RTDA shall manage National Roads and offers technical supports to Districts; 
• RTDA shall review costs and results in all elements along the Process, and 

advises MININFRA and other agencies, DPs and Districts; 
• RTDA shall assess the technical and contract managing performance of 

Commercial Private Sector (CPS) and provides appropriate capacity building; 
• RPPA shall monitor the compliance and efficiency of procurement processes; 
• LODA manages the allocation, disbursement and accounting for GOR funds; 
• Districts shall develop, manage and protect the feeder road assets and road use; 
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• Transport Regulator shall regulate public transport services and allocates routes 
to operators; 

• RMF shall collect, effectively manage and disburse maintenance funds for 
National and District roads; 

• The DPs shall be involved in planning, funding and capacity building of the sector 
to the level of preparation of the studies, strategies and development of works 
and organizations, with GOR determining the policies and priorities. 

4.3 Ruling and Regulating Standards of Feeder Roads  

The law governing roads in Rwanda specifies standards of roads particularly for 
national, D1 and D2 roads while standards for P4 and P5 are yet to be defined. This 
policy attempts to set standards for the two latter. Feeder roads of class D-2, P4 and P5 
are under the responsibility of the Districts. District Councils are responsible for the 
development and monitoring of public transport of persons and goods as well as the 
inventory, survey, inspection, improvement and maintenance of classified roads and 
bridges, and the management of p4 and P5 roads. To what standards feeder roads 
should be developed? Standards of the roads specify a number of characteristics such 
as the width of the road, but also maximum slope, radius of curvature, and minimum 
speed and visibility. This makes the construction, rehabilitation and maintenance of 
feeder roads more expensive particularly in hilly terrain such as the many rural areas of 
Rwanda. However, in areas where the traffic is very low, these standards may be 
reduced in order to reduce the costs of the road. Further, the estimates have shown that 
meeting the objectives of the feeder roads sub-sector by building to standards is 
extremely costly and the available funds from GOR and DPs are below of what would 
be needed to meet the targets.  

This policy applauds that feeder roads be “built to traffic” and “built according to 
standards” for users' transport costs to decrease, or to rise slower than rural incomes 
and outputs.  

This Policy supports the following principal directions: 

• For P4 and P5 roads, the Districts may choose a lesser carriageway width and 
depth of material, with slower speed limits and restricted overtaking, and 
restricted vehicle dimensions, while ensuring space, with suitable sight distances, 
for slow-speed passing such that drivers can safely pass by each; 

• In addition to the said principal direction, alternatively, the implementation of P4 
and P5 roads would start with spot improvement for roads where traffic is lower 
than 30 vpd and build a road according to traffic with at least 4.5 meter width as 
soon as the traffic exceeds 30 vpd; 
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• To build the D1 and D2 to standards but in a staged approach. For D1 and D2 
roads where traffic exceeds 50 vpd (vehicles per day, excluding motorcycles) a 
fully engineered road would be justified and the roads would be built to 
standards.  On roads with low traffic there would be a first phase of “spot 
improvement” which would open up the road for traffic almost all year long. As 
soon as the traffic exceeds 50 vpd, a second stage of construction would then 
bring the road up to standards.  In the first stage of spot improvement, if 
permanent drainage structures are needed, they will be built according to 
standards. 

For the above to happen, the policy identifies the following possible approaches and 
considerations: 

• All viable roads shall be improved from 'poor' to 'fair' or from Impassable to 
passable spot improved and maintained, before investing from 'poor' or 'fair' to 
'good'. The marginal benefits are greater than the marginal costs in the 'poor-to-
fair' option (where 'fair' means all-year reliably passable by small truck); 

• Maintenance of feeder roads shall be given priority over to new construction i.e to 
Invest more in maintenance capability and performance at Districts, rather than 
more in rehabilitation of roads with the exception where an essential link in the 
road network is impassable;  

• All existing roads shall receive maintenance, even minimal maintenance, but 
enough to stop further degradation and allow passability by vehicles (IRI<12: 
roads in fair condition). Even basic maintenance will have an immediate impact 
on accessibility. This means that we may have to reduce new construction in 
favour of maintenance. Rwanda Strategic Transport Master Plan (RSTMP) 
reports the return on good maintenance is 4 times higher than the 'construct and 
neglect' option; 

• Maintenance shall be given first priority in feeder roads development i.e. before 
investing in new construction, upgrading and rehabilitation, the relevant 
institutions shall make sure that there is enough budget to maintain/sustain the 
existing feeder roads network; 

• Support technically and deploy more VUP in P4 and P5 to improve the durability 
and level of service to be attained from this method;  

• Use HIMO schemes and basic machinery for hauling, watering and 
rolling/compacting in feeder roads works;  

• Recognizing the most damaging threat to assets, immediately intensify works to 
manage, channeling, drainage and harmless distribution (dispersion) of runoff; 

• Examine the annual and monthly maintenance work plans and verify tasks 
completed or neglected; 
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• Maximize periodic treatments, instead of rehabilitation, until VPD>50 excluding 
Motorcycles; 

• Investigate the benefits: costs of the rehabilitation options "poor to fair", "poor to 
good" and "fair to good"; 

• Reduce on all roads the design target levels of service (LOS), in terms of travel 
speeds, roughness, passability. (Good: IRI <=8 or Average speed of 60 km/h; 
Fair/passable: 8<IRI<=12 or 60<Average speed<=30 km/h, Bad: IRI >12 or 
Average speed<30 km/h; 

• Investigate the changes in incentives and in the responses of farmers' production 
to changes in transport cost and levels of service; 

• Enable Districts and Sectors to make local solutions on Primary 5 and 4 links. 

4.4 Decentralised Responsibility and Community 
Participation in the Management of the Feeder Roads  

Road asset should be well managed and protected. This can be well achieved when 
local authorities own this responsibility. This Policy guides as follow: 

• Districts, Sectors, Cells (DSC) shall carry on inventory to record and report 
serious damage of feeder road;  

• GOR shall penalize Districts which lost assets due to avoidable damage; 
• Road Asset Management (RAM) shall be formalized progressively with improved 

data, inventory, surveys, and knowledge development and decision models. 

For a better decentralized responsibility and community participation, the following are 
the proposed guidelines: 

• DSC shall include in Inventory the identification of risks to assets, and add to 
Work-plans.  

• Districts shall be assisted by RTDA to complete inventory of roads and bridges, 
depots and collection facilities, with traffic estimates, before budget planning;  

• Speed up condition surveys and continuing assessments at Sector and Cell 
levels; 

• Build capacity to incorporate economic parameters and well proven models into 
decision making and planning;  

• Contract with private service providers to conduct regular independent appraisals 
and evaluations of programs and projects of rehabilitation and maintenance; 

•  Continue with building capacity in District administration for planning, 
maintenance workplans, supervising that the workplans are applied, and 
evaluating results in inclusive participatory assessments (for example, Report 
Cards method, using I-phones); 
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• Continue with building capacity in Sector and Cell entities for maintaining and 
protecting assets, with suitable environmental safeguards and frequent 
monitoring; 

• Districts and sectors shall include in their IMIHIGO feeder road maintenance; 
• Provide procedures and training in risk and damage assessment and solutions, 

including verification; 
• Districts, MINALOC - LODA and MININFRA to explore modalities and thresholds 

for penalties; 
• Develop Guidelines for road inspections for inventory and condition data, levels 

of intervention, and road safety actions in rehabilitation and maintenance. 

4.5 Labour-Based Technology in the Feeder Roads 
Development 

Many smallholder farmers are underemployed or unemployed within a poor rural 
economy, but some farmers are expected to gradually move towards off-farm jobs with 
the feeder roads development through the use of labour based technology (LBT) also 
referred as Haute Intensité de Main d’œuvre (HIMO), among others. The increasing 
labour intensity following the feeder roads development will require to train and equip 
smallholder farmers along with other actors with technical skills in constructing, 
rehabilitating and maintaining the feeder roads. In addition, the feeder roads 
development will require increasing the capacity at national, district, sector and cell 
levels for efficient and effective implementation of the program. The current 
shortcomings in institutional capacity include deficits in qualitative and quantitative 
human resources relative to decision-making, planning, budgeting, works contracts and 
enforcement, supervision, monitoring and evaluation, and problems analysis and 
solutions formulations. 

This policy recommends the establishment of a training framework with the purpose of 
training and building the capacity of all the actors involving in the feeder roads 
development from the conception to the implementation and management. 

The following are some of the approaches pursued: 

• Establishment of a training framework to boost HIMO knowledge in the whole 
country; 

• RTDA and Districts build the demand for HIMO quality and performance by 
ensuring a longer term market for local people's services on 'their land'; 

• GoR adopt improved umuganda where roads maintenance be done under the 
supervision of qualified technicians; 
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• RPPA and Districts and RALGA to conduct improved methods for prequalification 
assessments using HIMO method; 

• Districts to ensure that procedures, procurement papers, designs and contracts 
insist on 'local labour first' provisions; 

• RTDA and Districts and Sectors to require a minimum two specially trained HIMO 
organizers - supervisors/Technicians per Cell; 

• Boost funds and human resources to VUP road works, to achieve value for 
money, with more durability of assets and levels of service for vehicles; 

• Allow local residents to work on well designed and supervised improvements, so 
as to earn 'civil credits' which can be used to 'buy' services in other sectors; 

• Enable LCAs and Cooperatives to invest efforts in making passable roads, and 
thus gain access to a loan guarantee for buying and operating a farm-serving 
vehicle assuming that the Guarantee will enable a lower - than - commercial 
interest rate more durability of assets and levels of service for vehicles. 

• Piloting as much as possible innovative technologies and approaches applicable 
to feeder roads for the sustainability of its interventions. 
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5 POLICY PILLAR 3:  MEANS AND RESOURCES USE 
EFFICIENCY IN FEEDER ROADS 

5.1 Policy Statements 

Policy Pillar 3 proposes objectives, activities, indicators, outcomes, stakeholders, 
timeframe based on the following policy statements: 

5.2 Quality Information and Data in Feeder Roads 
Development 

Data, knowledge and learning offer great potential for cost-effectiveness in the feeder 
roads such as on road inventory, traffic, costs, benefits, forecasting, prioritization and 
selection, risk management, materials, work methods and work planning, quality 
assurance, cost control, decision making, users’ behavior, effectiveness of RMF 
allocations, and so on. Regular economic appraisals of feeder roads interventions and 
investments fed by good engineering and traffic data, comparison of choices, methods 
and technology are critical in the feeder roads development.  Improve quality and 
research based data better inform the decision making in the management of feeder 
roads.  

This policy identifies the following principal directions for promoting and sustaining 
evidence based in feeder roads: 

• Collection and checking of good quality data to enhance evidence and decision 
making, especially surveys and studies in farmers’ behaviour, transport supply 
and costs, engineering options and performance shall be boosted; 

• DISTRICTS and RTDA shall conduct regular traffic surveys and road condition 
surveys by which to estimate maintenance needs in typical sections and 
conditions; 

Policy Statement # 11 
Promote and sustain evidence - based and objective decision making in feeder 
roads development; 
 
Policy Statement # 12 
The GoR shall seek to establish the funding mechanism including traditional and 
new innovative funding sources to ensure financing sustainability of the feeder roads 
development program; 
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• MINAGRI, DISTRICTS, RTDA, LODA, RMF, ASSETIP and 
Contractors/consultants cooperate to reach a consensus on methodology, road 
treatments and unit costs for maintenance; 

• MININFRA to disseminate to public, development partners and leaders estimated 
funding requirements by road class, surface type and District; 

• RMF, RRA and MINECOFIN estimate and publish annual and forecast 
collections and funds available; 

• Prior to the construction and rehabilitation of feeder roads quality data shall be 
collected to be used as inputs to diligent application of environment and social 
impact assessment principles aiming at the highest roads quality, social and 
environmental friendly results. 

5.3 Feeder Roads Infrastructure Funding 

While vehicle traffic across the network is growing at about 15% per year, fuel tax 
revenue at 15-20% per year, agriculture sector growing at 7%, and rural population at 
2.5%, the capital stock of the subsector is growing at about 20%, boosted by generous 
strategic support from the Development Budget and DPs. There is an increasing 
challenge to maintain and protect the assets to ensure a longer life and higher level of 
service from the investments in rehabilitation. Nationwide, maintenance needs and 
costs are increasing.  There is an urgent need to estimate the average annual 
maintenance burden and realistic scenarios about traffic growth, engineering solutions 
and costs. Finance is the critical gap on the pathway to sustainability of feeder road 
asset management and maintenance. The financial requirements for construction, 
rehabilitation and maintenance of the targets feeder roads go far beyond the current 
allocated budget from the traditional sources of funding. This policy establishes the 
mechanisms for funding feeder roads development and maintenance under the principle 
of “the user of the roads pays for their maintenance” to accompany the structural rural 
transformation that is planned for 2017 – 2027.   

The following are some of the funding policy principles underpinning the funding 
mechanism of feeder roads: 

• There shall be a national bias of funding and technical support towards rural 
accessibility to serve the feeder roads development efficiently; 

• Available resources for constructing, rehabilitating and maintaining feeder roads 
shall be used in the most cost-effective way; 

• Construction of feeder roads shall be done in accordance with sound 
prioritization given the limited resources available; 

• The Road Maintenance Fund (RMF) shall become the second generation and 
fund all roads maintenance. 
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In order to enforce the said funding policy principles, the following approaches shall be 
pursued: 

• Feeder roads infrastructure are expected to increase the stimulus to farmers to 
produce more; GoR shall not directly tax farmers and other key value chains 
actors to be determined for a certain period for the usage of feeder roads 
infrastructure to avoid getting opposite effect to the one intended; 

• Roads Maintenance Funds (RMF) shall be restructured and extended its 
mandate to finance maintenance of all roads; 

• Studies shall be conducted to seek out mobilization strategies to source funds 
that complement government, RMF and DPs financial resources 

• Procedures, methods and standards in management of feeder roads funds shall 
be regularly updated from recommendations of periodical audits for cost 
effectiveness; 

• LODA shall continue to fund the portions of the road network that falls under the 
feeder roads program through earmarked transfers to local Government entities. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY 
The implementation strategy for the national feeder roads policy defines the overall 
accountability at Ministerial/official level, provides guiding principles for capacity building 
and monitoring, and underlines financial and legal implications. Annex 1, Annex 2, 
Annex 3, Annex 4 and Annex 5 present the implementation action plan, results 
indicators, lengths and standards of the required feeder roads, and the required budget 
for maintenance and upgrading feeder roads, suggested sources of funding, 
respectively. 

The targeted total feeder roads network is 30,000 km. The objective is to make all 
impassable roads passable by 2027 using spot improvement, while improving roads 
where traffic is above a set threshold of 50 vpd (for D1 and D2) and 30 vpd (for P4 and 
P5).and as a result, in 2015 only 13,350 km were in a good or passable condition, but 
that in 2027 all 30,000 km of roads will be passable and an important part will have 
been improved and maintained into a good condition. 

6.1 Accountable ministerial level 

As the legal owner on behalf of the State of the transport network and related assets, 
MININFRA shall be the prime responsible for the implementation of this policy.   

6.2 Implementation Action Plan  

• The Action Plan for implementing the policy brings out the required actions, 
decisions, changes, indicators, responsible institutions as well as timelines for 
implementation of each of the policy statements (Annex 1); 

• The time frame during which this policy shall be considered as guiding document 
is 2017 - 2027, with a review proposed in 2021.  

6.3 Financial Implications 

6.3.1 Required budgets 

• As the passable network and the upgraded network expand, the maintenance 
costs will increase from 19.5 million USD in 2016/17 to 45.4 million USD in 
2026/27; 

• The required budget for spot improvement and for upgrading costs of the 
different classes of roads gives the yearly improvement costs of about 40 million 
USD; 
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• The combined average yearly upgrading and maintenance costs of 73 million 
USD will be needed during Policy implementation period of 10 years (Annex 4). 

6.3.2 Sources of funding 

• The strategy assumes that starting with the fiscal year 2016/2017 about one third 
of the resources of the RMF will be used for maintenance of D1 roads while the 
GoR and DPs will fund the maintenance of D2, P4 and P5. The funding from 
RMF should increase by 14% per year thereafter so that by 2026/27 the RMF will 
cover all feeder roads maintenance; 

• GoR funding for upgrading will be very important especially between 2018/19 
and 2026/27, unless the DPs continue or increase their present funding efforts. 
Annex 3 proposes potential sources of funding for upgrading and maintenance 
works of feeder roads. 

6.4 Capacity and Learning 

• The Strategy proposes a massive and rapid effort in capacity building to cope 
with the present and coming challenges, mostly for District and Sector levels;  

• It is important in strategic and practical terms that MININFRA will establish a 
Labour Based Technology (LBT) training framework. This will contribute to the 
Strategy’s aim of maximising the use of surplus rural labour to improve the 
quality of routine and periodic maintenance. The complementary planning and 
administrative requirements are to ensure a steadily increasing demand for LBT 
works in contracts for local assets and increasing capacity in quality assurance. 

6.5 Monitoring 

• The Monitoring system proposed is to be kept simple and familiar by careful 
selection of specific indicators, use of existing MIS and MES in the Districts and 
agencies, and centralisation of MES data to a service administered by 
MININFRA/RTDA;  

• The Implementation action plan matrix framework (Annex 1) and the results 
indicators (Annex 2) provide detailed information against which monitoring shall 
be based upon; 

6.6 Legal Implications  

• There is no requirement of a new law or instruction that will implement this policy 
upon its approval; MININFRA shall start and lead its implementation in 
partnership with other key feeder roads stakeholders. Apart from the foreseen 
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below areas of reforms, additional laws and reforms may be proposed by 
additional planned studies under this policy; 

• The policy recommends (a) restructuring of RMF to give it financial ability to 
finance the maintenance of all roads. (b) The existing procurement laws shall be 
amended to capture the involvement of Local population at least 30% of labour 
cost (where at least 30% are women) in all feeder roads upgrading and 
maintenance contracts. 
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Annex 1 Implementation Matrix to be Jointly Implemented by the Government and Its development partners 
Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 

 (What to Do?) 
Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

Policy Pillar 1:  Enabling and Stimulating Rural Socioeconomic Development 
Policy statement #1  
 
Maximize the direct feeder 
roads stimulus as incentives 
for farmers to rapidly 
increase the productivity of 
land, per farmer and per 
inputs; and thus raise the 
quantity (Q) of marketed 
crops  per Km of road;  

MINAGRI and MININFRA and MINECOFIN 
to propagate this singular FRD mission to 
all Districts, stakeholders and agencies 

Joint statement issued to 
all Districts and agencies 

Guidelines  MINAGRI 
MININFRA 
MINECOFIN 

2017-2027 

Internalize this mission through sessions 
among all stakeholders to analyze in 
specific contexts, crops and markets the 
stimulus to incentive can be most timely and 
cost-effective 

Districts and MINAGRI 
conduct workshops 

Capacity 
Development Plans, 
Programs, Events 

MINAGRI 
MININFRA 
MINECOFIN 

2017-2018 

Collect baseline data on Productivities, add 
to GIS Maps; and forecast 2020, 2025 

Districts and MINAGRI 
and MINIRENA complete 
sample data 

Study output data MINAGRI 
MINIRENA 

2017-2018 

Collect baseline data on Q/ Km and 
Value/Km, add to GIS; and forecast 2020, 
2025 

Districts and MINAGRI 
and MINIRENA complete 
sample data 

Study output data MINAGRI 
MINIRENA 

2017-2018 

MINAGRI to reinforce other measures to 
support the FR mission and objective like 
land consolidation, increase use of fertilizer, 
Improved seeds. 

Districts and MINAGRI 
complete sample data 

Study output data MINAGRI 2017-2027 

Target and allocate road improvements 
nearest to farmers which maximize 
incentive per unit of investment. 

Decision by Districts   Decision MINAGRI 
MININFRA 

2017-2027 

Policy statement #2 
 
Optimize local rural 

Use HIMO schemes and basic machinery 
for hauling, watering and rolling/compacting. 

Days per year worked as 
HIMO. 

Output data DISTRICTS 2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

employment opportunities 
while enforcing and 
upgrading core labor 
standards particularly with 
regards to Rwanda labor 
law, gender equity and no 
child labor in the 
implementation of feeder 
roads development program; 

Support and deploy more VUP in P4 and P5 
to improve the durability and level of service 
to be attained from this method. 

Days per year worked as 
VUP 

Output data DISTRICTS 
SECTORS 
MINALOC 

2017-2027 

Policy statement #3 
Provisions of facilitation for 
trade and businesses at 
local rural community to 
avail basic goods and 
services to be consumed by 
local rural communities 
whose wages are expected 
to rise from labour intensive 
technology in feeder roads; 

Freeze some levy taxes and duties for small 
various small businesses investments of 
agricultural inputs at District/Sector/Cell 
levels; 
Reduce levy taxes and duties for other 
small businesses providing basic goods and 
services at District/Sector/Cell levels; 
Reduce technical non tariffs barriers to 
operate businesses at District/Sector/Cell 
levels; 
Encourage and promote loans and savings 
schemes; 
Facilitate reduction of interest rate by 
SACCOs that operate in zones of Feeder 
Roads activities and LBT; 
Studies (and implementation) to establish 
Rural Pensions Schemes/Fund for 
smallholder farmers; 
 
 

Tariffs and non tariffs 
trade barriers are 
reduced; 
Number of businesses 
that are opened; 
 

Businesses at 
District/Sector are 
increased (Data from 
RDB) 
Studies reports 
Reduction of poverty 
reports(from 
MINECOFIN) 
Foundation of rural 
pension schemes 
and funds 

 MINAGRI, 
MINECOFIN 
MINEACOM 
RSSB 
MINALOC 
DISTRICTS 
SECTORS 
 
 

2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

Policy statement #4 
 
Motorable roads shall be 
brought to within 2 km of all 
farms in Rwanda by 2025.” 

 MINAGRI and MININFRA and MINECOFIN 
to propagate this FRD objective to all 
Districts, stakeholders and agencies and 
monitor. 

Joint statement issued to 
all Districts and agencies 

Guidelines  MINAGRI 
MININFRA 
MINECOFIN 

2017-2027 

Policy statement #5 
 
Feeder roads priority shall 
be aligned with high value 
staple food crops, export 
crops, intensive livestock 
farming areas and feeder 
roads priority shall be 
aligned to high irrigation and 
land consolidation factors as 
high factors coincide with 
potential areas of enabling 
mechanization. 

Map the Cells of higher productivity of 
staple crops with rural roads in poorest 
condition. 
 
Map the Cells of higher productivity with 
irrigation investments, with rural roads in 
poorest condition 
. 
Map the Cells of higher productivity in areas 
of consolidated agriculture, with rural roads 
in poorest condition. 

MINAGRI completes 
database and maps with 
data from District and 
RTDA Inventories 

Output data MINAGRI 
DISTRICTS 

2017-2018 

Policy Pillar 2:  Institutional Organization and Rules Relevant to Feeder Roads 

Policy Statement # 6 
 
Efforts to work jointly in 
coordinated manner shall be 
increased between the 
relevant GOR ministries, 
Agencies, Districts and other 
key stakeholders in feeder 
roads to enable the 
institutional and 
organizational framework to 
promote efficiency and 

Immediately conduct an independent 
assessment of organizational and human 
resources needs, capacities and 
performance across the Districts and all 
involved agencies in FRD, to provide 
recommendations to improve the 
institutional setup of the Feeder Roads Sub-
sector and provide a solid base for the 
implementation of the Policy and Strategy. 

Decisions in Q2 of 2017 
from the Study 
implemented in Q4 of 
2017 

Decision MININFRA 
MINECOFIN 
MINAGRI 
DPs 
RALGA 

2017-2018 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

effectiveness in feeder roads 
program 

Policy Statement # 7 

 
Build to traffic" the 
unclassified (P4 and P5) 
network and “Build to 
standards" the classified 
network (D2 and D1) for 
Users' transport costs to 
decrease, or to rise slower 
than rural incomes and 
outputs; 

 "Preserve what we have."  In practice: 
improve all viable roads from 'poor' to 
'fair'(Impassable to passable spot improved 
& maintained), before investing from 'poor' 
or 'fair' to 'good'.  The marginal benefits are 
greater than the marginal costs in the ‘poor-
to-fair' option. (Where 'fair' means all-year 
reliably passable by small truck). 

Kms treated in year Output data ALL 2017-2027 

 "Preserve what we have."  Invest more in 
maintenance capability and performance at 
Districts, rather than more in rehabilitation 
of roads [except where an essential link in 
the road network is impassable].   

Yearly ratio of $ for 
Periodic / $ for 
Rehabilitation % 

Output data ALL 2017-2027 

Recognizing the most damaging threat to 
assets, immediately intensify works to 
manage channeling, drainage and harmless 
distribution (dispersion) of runoff.  

Districts adopt enhanced 
repairs and designs to 
control water 

Decision DISTRICTS 
SECTORS  

2017-2027 

Examine the annual and monthly 
maintenance workplans and verify tasks 
completed or neglected 

Process audit sample 
count of % of units with M 
plans applied and 
complied 

Study report DISTRICTS  
RTDA 

2017-2027 

Maximize enhanced periodic maintenance 
strategies instead of rehabilitation. 

Decision by Districts   Decision DISTRICTS 
LODA 
MINAGRI 
MININFRA 

2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

 Maximise periodic treatments, instead of 
rehabilitation, until VPD>50 excluding 
Motorcycles. 

Yearly ratio of $ for 
Periodic / $ for 
Rehabilitation % 

Output data DISTRICTS  
RTDA 

2017-2027 

 Investigate the benefits and the distribution 
of benefits from the "Higher standard - Less 
roads" allocation of capital, compared with 
the "Build to Traffic -More roads" approach. 

MININFRA completes 
econo-modelled study of 
typical cases and 
determines criteria 

Study report MININFRA 2017-2027 

 Investigate the benefits: costs of the 
rehabilitation options "poor to fair", "poor to 
good" and "fair to good" 

MININFRA completes 
econo-modelled study of 
typical cases and 
determines criteria 

Study report MININFRA 2017-2027 

 Reduce on all roads the design target 
levels of service (LOS), in terms of travel 
speeds, roughness, passability .(Good: IRI 
<=8 or Average speed of 60 km/h 
,passable; Fair, passable: 8<IRI<=12  or 
60<Average speed<=30 km/h, Bad: IRI >12 
or Average speed<30 km/h. 

Decision by Districts   Decision DISTRICTS 
LODA   
RTDA 
MINAGRI 
MININFRA 

2017-2027 

Policy Statement # 8 
 
District, Sectors and Cells 
(DSC) are the prime 
responsible for day to day 
management of feeder roads 
and shall provide sustained 
vigilance, enforcement, 
learning and cooperation in 
the construction, 
rehabilitation and 
maintenance of feeder 
roads;  

DSC to include in Inventory the 
identification of risks to assets, and add to 
Work-plans.  

Assets  protected through restrictions on 
vehicle dimensions and loads, in most 
roads to 5 tonnes / 4 wheel trucks; 

Districts shall be assisted by RTDA and 
FRO to complete inventory of roads and 
bridges, depots and collection facilities, with 
traffic estimates, before budget planning; 

Guidelines for roads 
inspection, inventory and 
condition, level of 
intervention and roads 
safety developed. 
 
Roads inventory reports; 
 
No sector and cellule 
entities trained on assets 
management. 

Study reports DISTRICTS 
LODA 
RTDA 
MINAGRI 
MININFRA 

2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

Continue with building capacity in Sector 
and Cell entities for maintaining and 
protecting assets, with suitable 
environmental safeguards and frequent 
monitoring; 

Districts and sectors to include in their 
Imihigo feeder road maintenance; 

Develop Guidelines for road inspections for 
inventory and condition data, levels of 
intervention, and road safety actions in 
rehabilitation and maintenance. 

Policy Statement # 9 
 
Road Assets Management 
(RAM) shall be formalized 
progressively with improved 
data, inventory, surveys, and 
knowledge development and 
decision models; 

Districts assisted by RTDA and FRU to 
complete Inventory of Roads and Bridges 
and depots and collection facilities, with 
traffic estimates, before budget planning 
2018-19 

Inventory completed by 
30 June 2018 

Roads Inventory and 
Condition 
Assessment (RICA) 

DISTRICTS 
RTDA 

2017-2018 

Speed up condition surveys and continuing 
assessments at Sector and Cell levels 

 RICA surveys approved 
by District Councils 

RICA DISTRICTS 
SECTORS 

2017-2019 

Contract with private providers to conduct 
regular independent appraisals and 
evaluations of programs and projects of 
rehabilitation and maintenance. 

MININFRA RTDA 
completes  6 case-
samples per year 

Study report MININFRA 
RTDA 

2017-2027 

Continue with building capacity in District 
administration for planning maintenance 
work plans, supervising that the work plans 
are applied, and evaluating results in 
inclusive participatory assessments (for 
example, Report Cards method, using I-
phones). 

Number of Sectors 
having implemented 
approved work plans per 
year 

Work plans DISTRICTS 
MINAGRI 
MINALOC 
MININFRA 
RALGA 

2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

Continue with building capacity  in Sector 
and Cell entities for maintaining and 
protecting assets, with suitable 
environmental safeguards and frequent 
monitoring 

Training sessions on 
protection and 
safeguards completed in 
year 

Capacity 
Development Plans, 
Programs, Events 

DISTRICTS 
MINAGRI 
MINALOC 
MININFRA  

2017-2027 

Districts and sectors includes in their 
Imihigo road maintenance. 

Imihigo showing how the 
network shall be 
maintained. 

Report DISTRICTS 
MINAGRI 
MINALOC 
MININFRA  

2017- 2027 

Policy Statement # 10 
 
Feeder Roads development 
as a way of strengthening 
local rural economy through 
creation of off farm Jobs 
shall fully capitalize on labor 
based technology and local 
available resources 

Establishment of a training framework to 
boost HIMO knowledge in the whole 
country. 

Feeder Roads training 
framework. 

Report MININFRA 
MINEDUC 
WDA 
MIFOTRA 

2017-2018 

Districts build the demand for HIMO quality 
and performance by ensuring a longer term 
market for local people's services on 'their 
land' 

3 year rolling programs 
involving HIMO accepted 
by Councils 

Work plans DISTRICTS 
RTDA  

2017-2018 

Districts and Sectors to require a minimum 
two specially trained HIMO organizers - 
supervisors/Technicians per Cell 

Staff HR report to 
Councils 

Output data DISTRICTS 
RTDA  

2017-2018 

Adopt improved umuganda where roads 
maintenance be done with supervision of a 
qualified technicians. 

Umuganda on roads 
works once a quarter 

Report MINALOC 
MINAGRI 

2017-2017 

Boost funds and human resources to VUP 
road works, to achieve value for money, 
with more durability of assets and levels of 
service for vehicles. 

$ per year coursed 
through VUP 

Output data DISTRICTS 
RTDA 
MINALOC 
LODA 
MINECOFIN 

2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

 Piloting innovative technologies and 
approaches  applicable to feeder roads 
rehabilitation and maintenance  
 

No of new innovative 
technologies/approaches 
tested and adopted  

1) Reports 
2) Guidelines of 

their 
application if 
adopted 

MININFRA 
RTDA 
MINAGRI 
RSB 
MINALOC 
LODA 
DISTRICTS 
 

2017-2020 

Policy Pillar 3:  Means and Resources Use Efficiency in Feeder Roads 

Policy Statement # 11 
 
Promote and sustain 
evidence - based and 
objective decision making in 
feeder roads development; 

Study of science and data needs along the 
Process, to determine and enable 
improvements in quality and competency 

MINALOC LODA and 
RTDA complete the chart 
of data needs along the 
Process 

Guidelines  MINALOC 
LODA  
RTDA 

2017-2018 

DISTRICTS and RTDA conduct regular 
traffic surveys and road condition surveys 
by which to estimate maintenance needs in 
typical sections and conditions 

Survey reports accepted 
by agencies and FRSSC 
and Districts, 6 per year 

Study report DISTRICTS 
RTDA 

2017-2027 

MINAGRI, DISTRICTS, RTDA, LODA, 
RMF, ASSETIP and Contractors  cooperate 
through FR JTMC to reach a consensus on 
methodology, road treatments & unit costs 
for maintenance 

Guidelines and Estimates 
each six months 
accepted by Districts and 
FRSSC 

Guidelines  DISTRICTS 
MINAGRI 
MININFRA 
RTDA  
CPS 

2017-2027 

MININFRA to disseminate to public and 
leaders estimated funding requirements by 
road class, surface type and District 

Table of requirements 
delivered to Districts, 
media, stakeholder 
entities, each year in 
budget planning period 

Guidelines  DISTRICTS 
MININFRA 

2017-2027 

RMF and RRA and MINECOFIN estimate 
and publish annual and forecast collections 
and funds available 

Annual reports published 
by RMF 

Annual Report RMF 
RRA 
MINECOFIN 

2017-2027 
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Policy statement Actions, Decisions, Changes 
 (What to Do?) 

Indicators 
 (How do we Know it is 
Done?) 

Outcome  
(Measure what?) 

Stakeholders Timeframe 

Policy Statement # 12 
 
The GoR shall seek to 
establish the funding 
mechanism including 
traditional and new 
innovative funding sources 
to ensure financing 
sustainability of the feeder 
roads development program; 

Conduct study on how RMF will become 
second generation RMF to fund all roads 
maintenance. 

Decision by GOR and  
Study implemented in 
FY2017 

Decision and  Study 
report 

MININFRA 2017-2018 

Conduct studies that will indicate how to get 
other sources of RMF apart from the main 
source of fuel levy. 

Study implemented in 
FY2017. 

Study report MININFRA 2017-2018 

The GOR - National treasury and 
Development Partners to fund the Feeder 
Roads development including maintenance 
and GoR to contribute to the maintenance 
of Feeder Roads since RMF revenues are 
insufficient. 

Decision by GoR. Decision MININFRA 
MINECOFIN 
LODA 
RTDA 
DISTRICTS 

2017-2027 

GOR to set science-based criteria for 
selection and for cost-effectiveness and for 
distribution of benefits for all RMF 
disbursements. 

MININFRA completes 
econo-modelled study of 
typical cases and 
determines criteria. 

Study report MININFRA 2017-2018 
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Annex 2 Summary of results indicators 

 
 
 

 

  

SN Results Indicators Period
1 Revenue RMF Total Year
2 Revenue RMF Fuel Tax Year
3 Expenditure FRD Total Year
4 Expenditure RMF Year
5 Expenditure GOR LODA Year
6 Expenditure DISTRICTS Year
7 Expenditure Donors Year
8 Routine / Exp. Total Year
9 Periodic / Exp. Total Year
10 Emergency / Exp. Total Year
11 Rehabilitation / Exp. Total Year
12 Kms under Routine M  Primary 5 Year
13 Kms under Routine M  Primary 4 Year
14 Kms under Routine M  D-2 Year
15 Kms under Routine M D-1 Year
16 Kms under Periodic M  Primary 5 Year
17 Kms under Periodic M  Primary 4 Year
18 Kms under Periodic M  D-2 Year
19 Kms under Periodic M D-1 Year
20 Kms under Rehabilitation Primary 5 Year
21 Kms under Rehabilitation Primary 4 Year
22 Kms under Rehabilitation D-2 Year
23 Kms under Rehabilitation D-1 Year
24 Good Condition/all Kms Primary 5 Year
25 Good Condition/all Kms Primary 4 Year
26 Good Condition/all Kms D-2 Year
27 Good Condition/all Kms D-1 Year
28 Local Workers Paid Year
29 Local Workers Paid/ Total Expenditure Year
30 Kms Rehabilitated/ DPPs Priority List Kms Year
31 Q-V/Km Index of 50 sites Harvest A year
32 AADT Index of 50 sample survey sites Year
33 Index of Transport - Market costs Year
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Annex 3 Lengths and standards required for the feeder roads network 
Category Unit D1 D2 P4 P5 Total 
Length of the networks km 3,700 7,800 7,800 7,800 30,020 
Length of national roads km         2,920 
Total length of the other networks km 3,700 7,800 7,800 7,800 27,100 
Situation in 2015/16 
Length in good condition (upgraded and 
maintained, IRI<8, 60 km/h) 

km 1,665 300 300 300 2,565 

Length in passable condition (spot upgraded 
and maintained, IRI<12, 30 km/h) 

km 1,885 2,500 2,500 1,000 7,885 

Length in impassable condition km 150 5,000 5,000 6,500 16,650 
Between 2015/16 and 2020/21 
Yearly from impassable to passable (using 
spot improvement) 

km/year 30 500 500 650   

Yearly from passable to good (using 
upgrading to fully engineered road) 

km/year 50 300 200 100   

Situation in 2020/21 
Length in good condition (upgraded and 
maintained, IRI<8, 60 km/h) 

km 1,915 1,800 1,300 800 5,815 

Length in passable condition (spot upgraded 
and maintained, IRI<12, 30 km/h) 

km 1,785 3,500 4,000 3,750 13,035 

Length in impassable condition km 0 2,500 2,500 3,250 8,250 
Between 2020/21 and 2026/27 
yearly from impassable to passable km/year 0 500 500 650   
yearly from passable to good km/year 50 300 200 100   
Situation in 2026/27 
length in good condition (upgraded and 
maintained, IRI<8, 60 km/h) 

km 2,165 3,300 2,300 1,300 9,065 

length in passable condition (spot upgraded 
and maintained, IRI<12, 30 km/h) 

km 1,535 4,500 5,500 6,500 18,035 

Length in impassable condition km 0 0 0 0 0 
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Annex 4 Required budget for feeder roads maintenance and upgrading 
Maintenance Budget 2016/17 to 2026/27 

Category Unit D1 D2 P4 P5 Total 
Unit of Maintenance USD/Km 600 600 400 300 1,9000 
Unit cost of routine 
maintenance 

USD/Km 500 500 400 300 1,700 

Unit cost of emergence 
maintenance 

USD/Km 20,000 12,000 6,000 4,000  

Unit cost of periodic 
maintenance per operation 

USD/Km      

Periodicy Years 4 5 6 7  

Cost of periodic maintenance 
yearly 

USD/Km 5,000 2,400 1,000 571 8,971 

Total yearly maintenance 
cost (for upgraded) 

USD/Km 6,100 3,500 1,800 600 12,571 

Total yearly maintenance 
cost (for spot improved) 

USD/Km 1,100 1,100 800 600 3,600 

Annual total maintenance 
costs 

      

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2016/17 

 12,230,000 3,800,000 2,540,000 951,429 19,521,429 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2017/18 

 12,513,000 5,070,000 3,140,000 1,398,571 22,121,571 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2018/19 

 12,796,000 6,340,000 3,740,000 1,845,714 24,721,714 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2019/20 

 13,079,000 7,610,000 4,340,000 2,292,857 27,321,857 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2020/21 

 13,362,000 8,880,000 4,940,000 2,740,000 29,922,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2021/22 

 13,645,000 10,150,000 5,540,000 3,187,143 32,522,143 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2022/23 

 13,895,000 11,420,000 6,140,000 3,634,286 35,089,286 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2023/24 

 14,145,000 12,600,000 6,740,000 4,081,429 37,656,429 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 

 14,395,000 13,960,000 7,340,000 4,528,571 40,223,571 
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roads in 2024/25 
Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2025/26 

 14,645.000 15,230,000 7,940,000 4,975,714 42,790,714 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2026/27 

 14,895,000 16,500,000 8,540,000 5,422,85 45,357,857 

Upgrading Budget 2016/17 to 2026/27 
Category       
Unit upgrading costs USD/Km 30,000 25,000 6,000 4,000  
Cost of spot improvement USD/Km 60,000 50,000 14,000 11,000  
Cost of upgrading from spot 
improved to fully engineered 

USD/Km 90,000 75,000 20,000 15,000  

Total cost of upgrading to 
fully engineered 

      

Annual total upgrading 
cost 

      

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2016/17 

 3,900,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,900,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2017/18 

 3,900,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,900,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2018/19 

 3,900,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,900,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2019/20 

 3,900,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,900,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2020/21 

 3,900,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,900,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2021/22 

 3,000,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,000,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2022/23 

 3,000,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,000,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2023/24 

 3,000,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,000,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2024/25 

 3,000,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,000,000 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 

 3,000,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,000,000 
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roads in 2025/26 
Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2026/27 

 3,000,000 27,500,000 5,800,000 3,700,000 40,000,000 

 
Total Budget for maintenance and Upgrading feeder roads 

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2016/17 

 
USD 

           
16,130,000  

           
31,300,000  

             
8,340,000  

          
4,651,429  

           
60,421,429  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2017/18 

 
USD 

           
16,413,000  

           
32,570,000  

             
8,940,000  

 
5,098,571  

 
63,021,571  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2018/19 

 
USD 

 
16,696,000  

  
33,840,000  

  
9,540,000  

          
5,545,714  

           
65,621,714  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2019/20 

 
USD 

           
16,979,000  

           
35,110,000  

           
10,140,000  

          
5,992,857  

           
68,221,857  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2020/21 

 
USD 

           
17,262,000  

           
36,380,000  

           
10,740,000  

          
6,440,000  

           
70,822,000  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2021/22 

 
USD 

           
16,645,000  

           
37,650,000  

           
11,340,000  

          
6,887,143  

           
72,522,143  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2022/23 

 
USD 

           
16,895,000  

           
38,920,000  

           
11,940,000  

          
7,334,286  

           
75,089,286  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2023/24 

 
USD 

           
17,145,000  

           
40,190,000  

           
12,540,000  

          
7,781,429  

           
77,656,429  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2024/25 

 
USD 

           
17,395,000  

           
41,460,000  

           
13,140,000  

          
8,228,571  

           
80,223,571  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2025/26 

 
USD 

           
17,645,000  

           
42,730,000  

           
13,740,000  

          
8,675,714  

           
82,790,714  

Total cost of maintenance 
(only good and passable 
roads in 2026/27 

 
USD 

           
17,895,000  

           
44,000,000  

           
14,340,000  

          
9,122,857  

           
85,357,857  
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Annex 5 Sources of funding for rehabilitation, upgrading and maintenance (in USD) 
Maintenance (million USD) 
Sources 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 
RMF 12,000,000 13,680,000 15,595,200 17,778,528 20,267,522 23,104,975 26,339,671 30,027,225 34,231,037 39,023,382 44,486,656 
LODA                       
GOR 6,881,429 8,441,571 9,126,514 9,543,329 9,654,478 9,417,168 8,749,614 7,629,203 5,992,534 3,767,332 871,201 
NL 150,000 150,000                   
EU 260,000 260,000 260,000                 
WB 230,000 230,000 230,000 230,000               
USAID     250,000 250,000 250,000             
AfDB                       
Others                       
  19,521,429 22,121,571 24,721,714 27,321,857 29,922,000 32,522,143 35,089,286 37,656,429 40,223,571 42,790,714 45,357,857 
Upgrading (million USD) 
Sources 16/17 17/18 18/19 19/20 20/21 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 
RMF  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0     
LODA 9,000,000 10,350,000 11,902,500 13,687,875 15,741,056 18,102,215 20,817,547 23,940,179 27,531,206 31,660,887 36,410,020 
GOR 6,900,000 10,050,000 7,997,500 14,212,125 12,158,944 9,797,785 19,182,453 16,059,821 12,468,794 8,339,113 3,589,980 
NL 4,000,000 2,000,000                   
EU 10,000,000 7,500,000                   
WB 8,000,000 8,000,000 8,000,000                 
USAID     10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000 10,000,000           
AfDB 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000 3,000,000           
Others                       
  40,900,000 40,900,000 40,900,000 40,900,000 40,900,000 40,900,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 40,000,000 
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Annex 6 Theory of Change Initiated by Feeder Road Investment and Maintenance 
(the arrow indicates the dominant pathway of changes due to Feeder Roads) 

 
 

MORE TIME AND INVESTMENT MORE FOOD AND NUTRITION FOR MORE PARTICIPATION IN 

 IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING MOTHERS AND CHILDREN EDUCATION AND BUSINESS

HIGHER LAND MORE DIVERSE REWARDS FOR MORE FOOD PROCESSING MORE COOPERATION AND 
VALUES CROPS QUALITY PRODUCTS AND PACKAGING OPTIONS EFFICIENCY IN TRADING

MORE NET RETURNS MORE PRODUCE PER FARM MORE CAPITAL INPUTS COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION ECONOMIC GROWTH TO 
AND RESPONSIBILITY INCREASE GOVERNMENT

AND COMMUNITY CAPACITY
AND HAPPINESS

MORE EFFICIENT AND DIVERSE MORE CONFIDENCE BY IMPROVED USE AND MANAGEMENT IMPROVED BASIC AND 
VALUE CHAINS LENDERS AND BORROWERS OF NATURAL RESOURCES COMMERCIAL SERVICES

ACCESS TO DIVERSE LOWER COST EXPOSURE TO ACCESS TO ACCESS TO SOCIAL AND ACCESS ACCESS TO TOWNS AND 
MARKETS OF INPUTS INFORMATION FLOWS AGRIC SERVICES CIVIL SERVICES TO JOBS RESIDENCE OPPORTUNITIES

LOWER TRANSPORT COSTS LESS USER TIME LESS LOSSES OF PRODUCTS MORE DIVERSE TRANSPORT ROUTES

MORE COMPETITION IN SERVICES BETTER QUALITY SERVICE MORE CERTAINTY TO INVEST IN FARMS AND BUSINESSES

MORE RETURNS ON SERVICE MORE CONFIDENCE OF USERS LESS ACCIDENTS

LOWER VEHICLE OPERATING COSTS LOWER TIME PER TRIP LESS DISRUPTIONS MORE SAFETY

CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT INCOME IMPROVED ROAD IMPROVED IMPROVED RIGHT OF WAY
Managers Staff and BRIDGES DRAINAGE FOR OTHER SERVICES
Planners Casuals
Surveyors Residents
Administrators Materials 
Coordinators Services
Community Agencies

IMPROVED INVESTMENT AND MAINTENANCE IN INFRASTRUCTURE

REQUIREMENTS
LAWS POLICIES STABILITY DATA RESEARCH METHODOLOGIES TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT COOPERATION LEADERSHIP FUNDING STANDARDS

THIRD 
RESULTS

FOURTH 
RESULTS

MACRO 
RESULTS

FIRST 
RESULTS

FIRST 
RESPONSES

SECOND 
RESPONSES

THIRD 
RESPONSES

FOURTH 
RESPONSES

SECOND 
RESULTS


